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ABSTRACT 

This report presents a graphical display of the generalized Ohm's 
law which is assumed to describe the local electrical characteristics 
of magnetohydrodynamic accelerators and generators.    Sheath voltage 
drops and ion slip are included,  but viscous effects are excluded.    A 
performance map is presented in terms of dimensionless electrical 
quantities.    The features of the continuous electrode,   segmented Fara- 
day,   segmented diagonal conducting wall,  and segmented Hall accelera- 
tors and generators are represented on the same performance map for 
purposes of comparison.    The operating equations pertinent to each of 
the special devices are also derived and expressed in terms of the 
dimensionless quantities.    It is shown how this map may be used in 
evaluating MHD channel performance and how it materially aids in 
channel design and in selecting the most desirable kind of device for a 
given set of specifications. 
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SECTION   I 
INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of an electrically conducting gas with electric and 
magnetic fields is assumed to be given by the generalized Ohm's law. 
This equation is derived and discussed in detail in Section 6. 4 of Cowling 
(Ref.  1) for a partially ionized and electrically neutral gas.   Most 
workers simplify the equation by assuming that the plasma is homo- 
geneous and neglecting electric pressure gradients and gravity.   The 
generalized Ohm's law with these assumptions is written as 

3 - -irr ■' ~ ifrrnr' * * + Wriö <5 ■ J>s d) 

In the application of this equation to MHD accelerators and generators, 
the ion slip term, b, defined by Brunner (Ref.  2),  in most cases is 
small.   Harris and Cobine (Ref.  3) and Rosa (Ref.  4) point out that,  in 
general, this ion energy dissipation term has little effect until <»c rc 
exceeds ten. 

There is much work reported in the literature on the application of 
this equation to a specific type of accelerator or generator and for 
particular operating conditions.    Celinski (Ref. '5) applies this equation 
to three kinds of MHD generators and uses vector diagrams to display 
the electrical characteristics.   It has recently been brought to the atten- 
tion of the authors that Burgel (Ref.  6) performed a somewhat similar 
treatment for the generator. 

The purpose of this study is to devise a means of exhibiting the 
electric fields,  currents,  accelerating power density,  laboratory power 
density supplied to or delivered by the gas,  and the efficiency of all 
types of MHD accelerators and generators.    In order to be of more use 
in practice, the equations are written in terms of the electric fields 
measurable in the laboratory, and the electrical sheath voltage drops 
adjacent to the electrodes are included.   Limiting Hall electric fields, 
which cannot be exceeded because of breakdown considerations,  are 
included for segmented devices.    The treatment is special in the sense 
that no current is allowed in the direction of the magnetic field.    This 
makes the last term in Eq.  (1) zero.    This display of Ohm's law can 
then be used to indicate performance trends of a particular device as 
well as comparisons between various kinds of devices which cannot 
readily be seen from the analytical expressions. 
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SECTION  II 
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

A right-hand Cartesian coordinate system is defined for both the 
accelerator and generator with the x-axis in the direction of the gas 
velocity u, the y-axis in the direction transverse to the channel,  and 
the z-axis in the direction of the magnetic induction as shown in Fig.  1, 
With x,   y, and z as unit vectors along their respective axes, the rela- 
tions are written as: 

B = z-B 

U = A 
X U 

J = X Jx + 
A 

y Jy 

E' = X Ex' + 
A 

y Ey 

u   x   B  = — y u B 

J  x   B  =  B(xJy  -  yjx) 

E   x   B  = B(x"Ey  - yEx) (2) 

The electric field E' as seen by the gas is written in terms of the 
electric field E measured in the laboratory. 

E' = E  + u  x   B  - y Es (3) 

where Es is the channel averaged sheath electric field. 

The components of the electric field become 

Ex' = Ex ,      E; = Ey - iiB - Es (4) 

The equations are simplified by defining the following relations: 

1  + b 1   +b \°l 

The electric field components are expressed in terms of the current 
components from Eqs. (1) through (5) as 

E,     -    -J-    (JX     +    QJy) 

Ey = -L (Jy  - 0 Jx  + auB + (JES) (6) 
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The current components are expressed in terms of the electric field 
components as 

J* =    l+*Qi   [EX - Q(Ey - uB - E»)] 

Jy = Tfw \-Er - uB ~ Ea + nE"] (7) 

The power density supplied to the Lorentz acceleration of the gas 
is given by u ■ J x B .    This is written in terms of either the current or 
electric fields as 

u  .  J x  B = uB Jy  =     g"B     (Ew - uB - Eg  + OEx) (8} 7        l + ft2       ' 

The power density input in the laboratory system is J • E and can 
be written in terms of the currents using Eq. (6) or in terms of the fields 
using Eq. (7) as 

J  ■ E = -J- \_JX* - Jy   + a Jy (uB 4- E»)] 

=   -JTo1" [Ex1  + Ey1 + (DE,  - Ey) tuB + Es)] (9) 

In an accelerator, the input laboratory power density and the power 
density supplied to the gas motion are positive since Jy is positive.    The 
local accelerator efficiency »jA is defined as the ratio of the power density 
supplied in the actual acceleration of the gas to the laboratory input 
power density.    This is written in terms of the currents or fields as 

u ■ J x B a uB  jy 

J • E J*   + Jy    + a Jy (uB + Ea) 

uB(Ey - nB - EB + Q E,) 

E/ + Ey
2 + (ft Er -Ey) (uB -r Ej <10/ 

In a generator,  u • J x B and J • E are negative since Jy is nega- 
tive; the gas is decelerated,  and power is delivered to the laboratory. 
The local generator efficiency ?jG is defined as the ratio of the power 
density delivered to the laboratory to the power density taken from the 
gas motion. 

*■!?!?!--£■ ("> 
It is desirable to plot the accelerator and generator power densities and 
efficiencies as a function of Jx and Jy for a given a , u , B , and Es, and 
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also as a function of Ex and Ey for a given u ,  B , Es , and ft.   It is noted 
that the power densities and efficiencies are independent of ft when 
written in terms of the currents.   This becomes the preferred repre- 
sentation; otherwise, there would be an infinite number of electric field 
representations for the system of all values of ft . 

SECTION   III 
DIMENSIONLESS QUANTITIES 

The equations are simplified by defining the following dimension- 
less currents and electric fields: 

• J* . Jy  
Jx   =     o (uB + Es)    '       h  "     a (uB + Es) 

E E 
Cx   -      „BIE.   '       ßy   B      uB + E. (12) 

With these substitutions,  Eq.  (6) provides the transformation equations 
between eXJ   ey , and jK , jy • 

e*  ■  }x  + ft jy ,       ey  = jy  +  1   - fi jx (!3) 

This may be written in spinor notation as 

(14) 

which demonstrates that the equations translate,  rotate through the 
angle tan"1 ft, foreshorten,  and preserve angle.   Equation (7) provides 
the inverse transformation 

ex -ft (ey  - ]) ey-   1+fte, . 
J* = TTfi1 '     Jy =   T71P  ua' 

The ex , ey   axes are now located in the preferred  j* . iy    plane. 
Equation (15) reveals that the origin of the ex , ey  axes (ex - ey = 0) for 
any value of ft is located in the jx ,  jy plane at 

-"* =    l + ft*   '     Jy i + a2' *16* 

The equation of the locus of this origin for all values of £1 is found by 
eliminating ft between the transformation equations of Eq. (13) and com- 
pleting the square giving 

'V + Or * i)' - (1)' (17) 
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Since SI and hence j„ are always positive, this locus is a semi-circle 
of radius one-half located at ]x = 0 and j   = - 1/2 and lies in the posi- 
tive jx and negative jy  quadrant as exhibited in Fig.  2.    The coordinates 
of all points of interest are given,  and the locations of the origin of the 
eK, ey axes for various values of fi are shown.   Equation (13) gives the 
intersection of the ex axis and the jy axis at e„ = - fl and j    = - 1 .   It 
also gives the intersection of the ex axis and the jx axis at ex = l/fi and 
jx = l/fi .   It further shows that the ey axis intersects the origin of the 
jx ,   jy  axes at ey = 1; this point is used to determine the scale of the 
ex, ey axes.   It is noticed that ex = - Q/2 and ey = 1/2 at the point jx = 0 
and jy = - 1/2 . 

SECTION   IV 
DIMENSIOKLESS POWER DENSITY 

The dimensionless substitutions allow a dimensionless laboratory 
power density to be defined from Eq. (9) which can be used for both the 
accelerator and generator. 

P =     J.   : 1    = : 2   .   :     .   ■ 2 
r   ~      <7(nB   +   E.)J Jy J>' J* 

ey
J  — ey  + e,* + fl cr 

l + 0- <18) 

Completing the square in the current expression of Eq, (IB) gives 

V  + (iy+   i)'-   "^i- (19) 

which demonstrates for both the accelerator and generator that a given 
dimensionless power density can be drawn as a circle of radius 

v^P + 1/2 centered at jx = 0 and jy = - 1/2 .    Completing the square in 
the field expression of Eq. (18) gives 

(..  +   fj\ (ey  -   +)' =    (l+"J)<4P,l) (20) 

which expresses P in terms of the fields as a circle of radius 

v'(l + n1) (4P + 1) /2 centered at ex = - fi/2  and ey = 1/2 . 

The above equations are used to demonstrate the following: 

1. When P vanishes,  Eq. (19) reduces to the circle given by 
Eq. (17); thus, the generator is bounded in thejx ,  jy plane 
by the circle of radius one-half centered at jx =0 and 
jy - - 1/2. 

2, The accelerator occupies the entire positive j¥ domain. 
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3. The remainder of the domain not occupied by the generator 
and accelerator is a braking region in which power is supplied 
and the gas is decelerated as sketched in Fig.  3.   This region 
will receive no further discussion other than how to avoid it 
during accelerator operation. 

4. The locus of the origin of the e, , ey axes coincides with the 
generator bounding circle as shown in Fig. 4 (the ex, ey axes 
are displayed for a ß of 3). 

5. Along the jy axis, Eq. (18) shows that P vanishes when jy is 0 
and - lj the former corresponds to open-circuit operation of 
either an accelerator or generator,  and the latter corresponds 
to short-circuit generator operation. 

6. The absolute value of the generator dimensionless axial cur- 
rent density never exceeds one-half.   The absolute value of 
the generator short-circuit dimensionless transverse current 
density never exceeds unity. 

7. The partial derivative of P with respect to jx exhibits a mini- 
mum of P for any given jy when \x vanishes.    For a given gas 
acceleration less power need be supplied,  or for a given gas 
deceleration more power is delivered, when there is no axial 
current. 

8. The partial derivative of P with respect to jy exhibits a mini- 
mum of P for any given jx when jy - - 1/2 .   The maximum 
generator power density of - 1/4 occurs with jx = 0 and 
jy   *   "   1/2  ■ 

SECTION  V 
SCALED EFFICIENCIES 

The dimensionless substitutions allow a scaled accelerator effi- 
ciency to be defined* from Eq.  (10) as 

"B + Ea  jy jy ey - 1 + fl e, 
KA

   = uB       ,A   ~      17 + jy   +   j,J       ~     P      "     e/.^ + e^ + ne,        (21> 

^Another efficiency of interest is the accelerator conversion effi- 
ciency defined by 

* U   ■    J     *     B _    _         UB wr  uB 71A    ■    ^.'fi.ir'A     ..D _ *   _    ~   KA J.(E-E8) 'A     «B - E3 7fA 
A     uB  + Es(l-KA) 

Note that TJA* is a monotonic function of KA 
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Completing the square in the current expression of Eq, (21) yields 

J«' + (jy -  TYT) 
= (^rlt) <22> 

which demonstrates that a given scaled accelerator efficiency can be 
drawn as a circle of radius (1 - KA) /2 KA centered at jx = 0 and 
j    = (1 - KA) /2 KA .    The circles expressing KA in terms of the fields 
are obtained in the same way, but this is unnecessary since the ex , ey 

axes have already been located in the preferred jx , jy plane. 

A scaled generator efficiency is defined from Eq. (11) using the 
substitutions as 

J  "B j/ + jy + )x2 _P_ e/ ~ ey + ex* + Q cx 

Completing the square in the current expression of Eq. (23) yields 

,.. +   ( h . l^j .   (-2^.)' (24, 

which expresses the values of KG as circles of radius (l - KG)/2 

centered at jx = 0 and j   ■= - (1 - KG) /2 . 

SECTION  VI 
PERFORMANCE MAP 

.   The dimensionless power density circles as calculated from Eq. (19) 
are presented in the jx , jy plane of Fig.  5; increments of 0. 5 for the 
accelerator and of 0. 05 for the generator are used.   The scaled accel- 
erator efficiency circles as calculated from Eq. (22) are given in in- 
crements of 0. 1 down to 0. 4.   The scaled generator efficiency circles 
are displayed in increments of 0. 1 using Eq. (24).    The dimensionless 
electric fields are drawn after an operating fi is established. 

This becomes the performance map which expresses the electrical 
parameters as defined for a unit volume of gas by the generalized Ohm's 
law.    For a given value of fl if any one of the four quantities (currents, 
fields, power density, or efficiency) is known, then the other three are 
easily obtained from the proposed map.   It is noted from Eqs. (18), (21), 
and (23) that KA = jy/P and KG = P/j   ; therefore, the dimensionless 
transverse current becomes the dimensionless Lorentz power density 
that goes into acceleration or deceleration of the gas.    From any point 
on the map this dimensionless power density is obtained by projecting 
onto the jy axis. 
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The performance map of Fig. 5 encompasses all generators and 
accelerators; if the external batteries or resistors are specified,  any 
accelerator or generator may be exhibited.   If the physical situation is 
such that an additional relationship exists among the quantities KA ■ KG , 
P . e* . ey »   ')*, or jy , then each quantity is uniquely determined in terms 
of any one of the others. 

This completes the development of the performance map.   It is of 
interest to apply this to various devices and to investigate its usefulness 
in channel design and device selection.   Four particular MHD devices 
(continuous electrode,  segmented Faraday, segmented diagonal con- 
ducting wall, and segmented Hall) are discussed and presented on the 
same map for purposes of comparison.   The dimensionless substitutions 
are also used to derive the operating equations pertinent to each of the 
special devices. 

SECTION VII 
THE CONTINUOUS ELECTRODE DEYICE 

The continuous electrode generator discussed by Rosa and Kantro- 
witz (Ref. 7) operates with no axial electric field.   This generator is 
shown in Fig. 6a; the corresponding accelerator is obtained by replacing 
the load resistance with an external emf.   Dimensionless electric fields 
are placed on the performance map for a ß of 3 to illustrate the particu- 
lar devices.   This device operates along the ey axis of Fig.  7. 

Since eK = 0 , KA   is written in terms of P , ey , jx,  or jy using Eqs. (20) 
and (21) as 

K    _  2       l   _  l =  l  
A"     l + VTTTpTTTiPT    ey       \ -ix [1-^-)       l+j.d+fl1)        (25) 

The negative sign of the square root has been omitted since negative KA'S 

do not exist. 

The relations for the generator are 

v l ± V 1 + 4PO+Q1) ,       .    (\* Q*\      , n A on     i?fi\ KG = —j ey = l - Jx l—^—l = i + jy  (l + n2)   (26; 

remembering that jy and P are negative.   It should be noted that when 
the transverse electric field is fixed, the efficiency is fixed.   The 
accelerator is not very practical at large values of £1 because of the 
rapid decrease in efficiency.   It is also observed that a desired gen- 
erator power density may be extracted at two efficiencies; the larger 
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corresponds to large load and small current,  and the smaller corre- 
sponds to small load and large current. 

It is of interest to find the maximum generator dimensionless power 
density and the corresponding values of the electrical parameters. 
These are obtained by setting the partial derivative of Eq. (18) with 
respect to ey equal to zero and utilizing Eqs. (15) and (23),  giving 

KG = 4(1 + fiJ 5 '    ^ " cy - T 

j*  " 2(1 + Q2)  '        h 2(1 + fi2 ) <27) 

•The use of dimensionless and scaled quantities has made the calcu- 
lations for operating conditions of interest much easier.   All of the 
equations may be rewritten in terms of the original quantities by using 
Eqs. (12), (18), and (21).   One of the more important features of this 
visual display is that values may be read directly from the performance 
map of Fig.  7,  and thus the need for the analytical expressions is re- 
duced. 

SECTION  VIM 
THE SEGMENTED FARADAY DEVICE 

Steg and Sutton (Ref.  8) discuss the Faraday device shown in 
Fig.  6b.   It operates with no axial current and is represented by the 
jy axis of Fig.  7. 

Since jx = 0 , the scaled efficiencies are simply expressed in terms 
of each of the other parameters as 

KA = l    _  l l 

KG 1 + jr ey 1 + 1*_ 

I   ±   y 1 + 4P 

] +  V 1 - *P 2 

KA =   ; .    -—-  >     KG =  (28) 

It is noticed that the efficiency is fixed when the transverse electric 
field is fixed.   It is also observed that a given power density may be 
generated at two efficiencies.   These are the maximum and minimum 
efficiencies attainable by any generator at this power density.   The map 
demonstrates that for generators in general the scaled efficiency obeys 
the relation 

]~ v'1+4P < KG < -L+ V'1 + 4P (29) 
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In contrast, the accelerator efficiency decreases with increasing power 
density input.   The partial derivatives of Eqs. (21) and (23) with respect 
to jj show that KA and KG are maximum for any given jy when j„.  vanishes. 
Since P is a minimum under the same conditions, no device is more 
efficient than the Faraday.   The maximum generator dimensionless 
power density and the corresponding values are 

KG  = ey  = 4 1 
4    *       "u        -' 2 

JY   = - T 
U 

r 2   ' 2 
(30) 

In practice there will often be an axial electric field for segmented 
electrode devices which cannot be exceeded because of breakdown con- 
siderations.   This maximum field,   e° ,  is demonstrated in Fig,  7 with 
an arbitrary value of ex  of 2 for the accelerator and -2 for the gener- 
ator.   The limiting operating values expressed in terms of e°  using 
Eq. (28) are 

KAii[n   - 
ex ( ex + ft) 

o 

ft KG        l + —£- n 

ft n 

jy -  ~TT '     Br-1 + -T (31) 

which are shown by the intersection of the e° line and the jy axis. 

SECTION  IX 
THE SEGMENTED DIAGONAL CONDUCTING WALL DEVICE 

Dicks (Ref.  9) and Montardy (Ref.  10) discuss the segmented 
diagonal conducting wall device shown in Fig.  6c, which operates with 
a specified transverse to axial electric field ratio,   <p = Ey/Ex - constant . 
The angle of the diagonal wall with the channel axis is given by ecw , and 
the angle of an equipotential surface in the midstream of the gas is 
designated by og; the defining relations become 

tan a* - 7 = T;  and   tan a«= E,'E. tan flw = EylE9       (32) 
The generator boundary can be described from Eq. (16) as \x + 0 j    = 0 , 
and from jx ex + jy ey = 0 with ey/ex = 0 as jK + <f> jy = 0.   Therefore the 
positive values of «£ shown on the generator boundary of Fig. 7 coincide 
with the values of ft.   A 0 = 1 accelerator and a <p - - 1 generator are 

10 
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sketched in Fig.  7 by drawing straight lines through the appropriate 
values of Q and <f>. 

The fixed relation between ex and cy used with Eq. (13) provides 
the following relation between jx and jy : 

(l -n 0) iy + I 
ev - ?e* ■    Jx n^  (33) 

Thus only one field and one current component need be specified at a 
given operating point.   It is assumed that in practice ex will be the 
preferred measurement; hence, the scaled efficiencies and dimension- 
less power density are written as 

J_ = ex (fl+0)-l  p   =       Cj, [ nx(l   H  61) + Q-0] 
KG e,[«,(l + 0») + Q-0]   ' ]   - Qa *34' 

An equation between P and KA is obtained from Eq.  (34) giving 

_ (n + <fr)'-(2 + tf+^)icA ± (Q + 0) y[K^ (n-0)-(n + 0)ja-4xA (i -^^ .   . 
K   " 2(1 +Q2)(1 +03) KA» 1JS' 

which demonstrates that the diagonal wall accelerator can operate at the 
same efficiency for two different power densities.   Setting the deriva- 
tive of KA with respect to ex equal to zero gives the maximum KA and the 
corresponding values to be 

fl-Kft \* ^   (y L TQ
J
  + y l +</>2 )2 

KA„,„   =        ,.   . ni    .    .,   .   , J   »       P  = v'l+Q1 +vi+^7 (ü + <j>Y vTi +n2)(i+^»1) 

yi + fta + y'i +ff>2        .   =  i  
e* ""     (ö + <f>) V i + <£'   "'    Jy ~   VTT+IPTTTT^M <36) 

It is noticed that maximum efficiency for a given fl and <£ occurs with a 
finite axial current (Eq. (33)).   This is consistent with the previous con- 
clusion since the Faraday device at the same jy   is more efficient.    In- 
creasing the power density until jx vanishes reduces the efficiency.   The 
electrical characteristics of this device operating with jx = 0  are 

KA = 
1 

KG 

«<£-1 
,      P = Q<?>       < 

il * 
. 

e«   - n<&-1 h 

(Q*-i) 
1 

-n^3T (37) 

Equations for P and KG are obtained from Eq.   (34).    The solution 
for P becomes 

p        KC [KG {Q + <f>)*-{2 + ai+<f>2) ± {£! + <?>) VLKC (C + 0)-(C-0)]'-4KB (U^)J 
2(1 + Q1)(i +<*,2) 

(38) 
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which gives the two different power densities which can be generated at 
a given efficiency.    The solution for KG is 

KG 2[p(Q+V>1-i] (39) 

which shows that a given power density may be generated at two dif- 
ferent efficiencies.   Setting the derivative of KG with respect to ex 

equal to zero yields the maximum KG and the corresponding values as 

*m 
= /yi+n2 - yi+4.3 Y    p = _ _U 

+ <^)a)V(i+na)(i + gi.2) 

yi+^'  -yi-t-Q' .  i_ 
» Jv    ""    "" (n + ^Wi + si2 y        VCi +na>(i + 9i.3) (40) 

The derivative of P with respect to ex is set equal to zero giving the 
maximum generator dimensionless power density and the correspond- 
ing values as 

P       _ _ (fl-0)2 Kr _ ("-«M* 
rmax   " 4(l+n3}(l+tf>2) '        KG   ~      2<2 + fl2 + £s) 

^-n 2 + na + <f>2 

Cx    =       2(1+0») ' ^   "  "     2(1+QJ)(1+0J) (41) 

It should be noted that maximum efficiency operation and maximum 
power density operation of this generator are considerably different. 
It is also observed that maximum generator efficiency takes place with 
a finite axial current   (Eq.  (33)) as did the accelerator.    The generator 
operating parameters with no axial current are given also by Eq. (37), 
remembering that 4> is negative.   In practice,  all of the above operating 
values are more easily extracted from the performance map of Fig.  7. 

The dimensionless current densities in the diagonal wall device at 
open-circuit conditions are given by Eq. (16) and are shown on the per- 
formance map at the point, P = ex = ey = 0.    It is noted that the "accel- 
erator" operates in the braking region between open-circuit conditions 
and zero efficiency conditions.    The dimensionless parameters at 
KA = jy = 0 are 

e"  = Jx  =  TTTÄT '    P = 
n + 0   ' (fl + <£)2 (42) 

To avoid this region, a dimensionless power density greater than that 
given above must be introduced.^ This criterion may be expressed in 
terms of the power density,  J • E, according to Eq. (18). 

The effects of a limiting axial electric field are particularly in- 
teresting for this device.   Both the accelerator and generator may 
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operate up to a breakdown field e° ; the limiting operating values are 
obtained by substituting the proper  e°   into Eqs. (15) and (34).   These 
limiting values for e°  = + 2 are shown on the performance map of 
Fig.  8 for a ß of 3.    To generalize, the locus of the point ex = e° and 
cy = <? e°s is determined for the system of all values of ö by elimi- 
nating fi between the transformation equations (Eq.  (13)) and completing 
the square giving 

These circles are sketched in Fig.  8 for both the accelerator and gen- 
erator; they become operating envelopes separating the operation 
region from the breakdown region.    The envelopes vary for each value 
of <f>; the ones shown are for a p - 1 accelerator and a $ — 1/2 gen- 
erator.   They show that diagonal wall accelerators operating at large 
values of Q with the limiting axial field constraint are confined to low 
power densities; larger power densities may be introduced by de- 
creasing the value of fl with an accompanying efficiency decrease. 

One interesting mode of operation of this diagonal wall device is 
with constant total current which permits a two-terminal connection to 
the external circuit.   It is easily shown (Ref.  11) that the total current 1 
may be written in terms of the current densities in the gas or in terms 
of the dimensionless currents as 

I-A<J1 + *Jy),     C ^    Ag(uPU6)     - I  + *Jy <44> 

where A is the cross-sectional area, and C is a constant describing a 
straight line on the performance map.    The operating parameters for 
a given set of 6, 11,  and C values are determined from Eqs. (13), (33), 
(34),  and (44) to be 

K   =   1 c (n H- 0> - i .       c (n + <£) - i 
A "   KG       c Lc(i + Oa) +9s - nj '     sy ■        i+0J 

c [ c(i + flJ)+ci - ß ] c (i +oa) +d>-n 
p "  f^     ' e* =  i~rp       (45) 

Consider,  for example,  an accelerator which is designed for a <£ 
of 1 and a fl of 4 as shown in Fig. 9.   Suppose that when the operating 
values are introduced into Eq. (44),  a value for C of 0. 3 is obtained; 
this line is drawn on the map.   The intersection of these two straight 
lines displays the resulting ex , ey , jK, jy, P, and KA .   Again, the need 
for the analytical expressions is reduced. 

13 
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SECTION  X 
THE SEGMENTED HALL DEVICE 

The segmented Hall device discussed by Karlovitz and Halasz 
(Ref.   12) is shown in Fig. 6d.   It operates with no transverse electric 
field and is represented by the ex axis of Fig.  7. 

The Hall device is a special case, <f> = 0,  and has all the features of 
the diagonal wall device.   The equations pertinent to this device are ob- 
tained by setting $ = o in Eqs. (33) through (45).   In practice, the per- 
formance map is more convenient than the equations. 

The performance map shows that the Hall accelerator can operate 
at the same efficiency for two different power densities.   The maximum 
KA and the corresponding currents and fields are also shown in Fig.  7. 
There is no maximum power density input except that determined by a 
limiting axial electric field.    The accelerator may pass over into the 
braking region; the operating conditions which should be avoided are in- 
dicated on the map. 

Figure 7 shows that the Hall generator has two efficiencies for a 
given power density output; it also demonstrates the two power density 
outputs at a given efficiency.    The maximum KG and the corresponding 
electrical values are given.   The maximum generator P and the corre- 
sponding parameters may also be picked off the map. 

Operating envelopes for both the accelerator and generator similar 
to Fig.  8 may be drawn.    The constant total current mode of operation 
similar to Fig.  9 becomes the straight line parallel to the jy axis.   The 
location of the operating point for a given value of Q and C is obtained by 
the intersection of the C = j^ line and the ex axis.   The currents in the 
segmented Hall device at open-circuit conditions (P = jx = ey = 0)  are 
given by Eq. (16) and are shown on the performance map. 

SECTION  XI 
USE IN GENERATOR SELECTION 

In any MHD device,  the electrical parameters vary down the channel 
and when the aerodynamic variables are included,  a computer is required 
to calculate the overall performance.   The map does materially aid, how- 
ever, in channel design and in the selection of the most desirable type of 
device for a given set of specifications by visually providing the electrical 
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properties of a typical unit volume of gas in any device without resorting 
to the use of sometimes cumbersome equations. 

A few generator types are investigated on the same performance 
map of Fig.   10.    The continuous electrode,  Faraday,  and Hall gener- 
ators are exhibited for Q = 2 ; two diagonal wall generators are shown: 
4> = - 1/2 (a,v - - 63deg)   and 6 = - l (aw - - 45 deg).   There are several 
interesting points which are considered in the selection of a given device. 
Each generator has a particular point {a, b, c, d) corresponding to maxi- 
mum dimensionless power density.    Each generator has a point (f, g, h) 
corresponding to maximum efficiency.   The limiting axial electric field 
prescribes points {$., m, n, p) on all but the continuous electrode gener- 
ator.   The values of the dimensionless parameters at each point are 
tabulated for quick comparison. 

Consider a gas with a given density, pressure, temperature,  mass 
flow rate, and seed concentration under the following typical conditions: 

B   = 2 weber/m a  =  20 mho/m 

u  = 2000m/sec Ex  = -6000v/m 

fi = 2 Ea   = 0 <46* 

The scaled efficiency KG then becomes the actual local efficiency >jG, 
and e° = E°/uB = - 1.5.   The laboratory fields,  currents,  and power 
density are obtained from the dimensionless quantities according to 

-^- =  -L- =  80,000 amp/V 

-^— =  320 megawatl/V (47) 

The first consideration will be the extraction of a large power den- 
sity from the gas.   The continuous electrode generator is not practical 
from a large power density standpoint for this value of Q as shown at 
point c.   The power density at point a is the largest that can be gener- 
ated by any type of device; only the Faraday and the 63-deg diagonal wall 
generators may operate at this point.   The fields and currents at point a 
are obtained from Eq. (47); Ex = - 4 kv/m , Ey - 2 kv/m, Jx = 0, and 
Jy = - 40 ka/mJ.    The 63-deg diagonal wall generates a power density of 
80 megawatt/m3 at an efficiency of 50 percent.    The Hall generator oper- 
ating at point b has a power density of 64 megawatt/m3 at an efficiency of 
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33 percent.   The axial electric fields at points a and b are the same; 
therefore, with the same cross-sectional area, the Hall generator would 
have to be 25 percent longer than either the Faraday or 63-deg diagonal 
wall generator to produce the same total power output.   This length in- 
crease will necessarily require a large magnet.   Suppose 20 megawatts 
were required of the generator having a cross-sectional area of 0. 1 m2. 
The 63-deg diagonal wall could generate approximately 2000 amp at 
10, 000 v with a length of 2.5 m, whereas the Hall generator would pro- 
duce 1600 amp at 12, 500 v with a length of 3. 12 m. 

The second consideration will be operation at maximum efficiency. 
The Faraday and continuous electrode generators approach 100-percent 
efficiency with open-circuit conditions and have no maximum during 
power generation.   The 63-deg diagonal wall generator operating at 
point g is 1. 11 times more efficient but has only 89 percent of the power 
density as that operating at point a.   Operation at point g is 1. 45 times 
more efficient and has 1. 3 times more power density than the Hall gen- 
erator operating at point f.   A Faraday generator could be operated at 
the same power density as the 6 3-deg diagonal wall at point g and would 
be 1. 2 times more efficient.    The 45-deg diagonal wall generator oper- 
ating between points d and h has about the same efficiency as a Faraday 
with the same power density. 

The third consideration will be the generation of a large voltage with 
a short channel.    This requires as large an axial electric field as pos- 
sible without breakdown.   The Hall and the 63-deg diagonal wall gener- 
ators operating at points & and n both produce 12, 000 v with a 2-m chan- 
nel under the stated conditions.    For a cross-sectional area of 0. 1 m^, 
the Hall generator produces approximately 9.6 megawatts at 800 amp, 
whereas the-diagonal wall generator produces 12 megawatts at 1000 amp. 

For purposes of comparison, the velocity, conductivity,  and mag- 
netic induction will be the same as before, but the value of ft will be 
reduced to unity by approximately doubling the density.    The Faraday, 
Hall,  continuous electrode, and 45-deg diagonal conducting wall gener- 
ators are exhibited in Fig.   11.    As before,  each generator has a particu- 
lar point (a, b, c) corresponding to maximum dimensionless power density; 
the values at each point are tabulated for comparison.   This particular 
diagonal wall generator was chosen to operate through the maximum 
power point.   The effect of different values of Q in the selection of a 
particular generator from a maximum power density standpoint is demon- 
strated by comparing points a, b, and c on Figs.   10 and 11.    Decreasing 
the value of n from 2 to 1 decreases the axial electric field of the 
Faraday and diagonal wall generators at point a by 1/2 and increases the 
power density of the continuous electrode generator by 5/2 at point c.   It 
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decreases the axial electric field and efficiency by 1/2 and decreases 
the power density by 5/8 at point b of the Hall generator. 

It is interesting to note that with the same cross-sectional area, 
the 45-deg diagonal wall generator operating at point a with an fi of 1 
produces the same total power in the same length as the 63-deg diagonal 
wall with an ö of 2, but with twice the current 1 and half the voltage. 

The Hall generator operating at point b with an n of 1 would have 
to be 8/5 longer to produce the same total power as when operating 
with an n of 2j therefore,  increasing the density of the Hall generator 
makes it less attractive.   In contrast, this decrease in the value of Q 
has made the continuous electrode generator more attractive; in fact, 
it now generates the same total power at point c in the same length as 
does the Hall at point b and with three times the efficiency.   For a ß of 1, 
and everything else the same, the Faraday and the 45-deg diagonal wall 
generators operating at point a need to have only half the length of either 
the Hall operating at point b or the continuous electrode operating at 
point c to produce the same total power. 

SECTION XII 
USE IN ACCELERATOR SELECTION 

A few types of accelerators are shown in Fig.   12.   The continuous 
electrode,  Faraday, Hall,  and <f> = 1 (aw = 45 «leg) diagonal wall accel- 
erators are displayed along with a limiting e° line for a value of Ü of 3. 
It is interesting to compare all the types at some specified input power 
density (a, b, c, d) as well as the maximum efficiency points (f, g). 
There are no maximum power density points for accelerators except 
those determined by the limiting axial electric field (Ü, m, n). 

r 

At a given power density no accelerator is more efficient than the 
segmented Faraday.    For P = 0.5, the Faraday at point a is 1. 41 times 
more efficient than the Hall at point b and 2 times more efficient than 
the continuous electrode accelerator at point c.   The 45-deg diagonal 
wall accelerator operating in the power density range between points d 
and n is about as efficient as the Faraday operating between points a 
and m. 

Consider the following typical operating conditions: 

B  =  1 weber/m o =  100 mho/m 

u  = 2000 m/sec E°  = 6000 v/rn 

fl = 3 Es = 1000 v/m (48) 
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In this case, the local efficiency 17 A is 2/3 the scaled efficiency KA,  and 
the limiting dimensionless axial field e° is 2.   The laboratory fields, 
currents,  and power density are obtained from the dimensionless quan- 
tities according to 

Ex 
ey 

= 3000 v/m 

Jx 

jx iy 
=  300,000 amp/m2 

J ■ E =  900 megawatt/m. (49) 

From Eq. (49) the total power which may be introduced into the 
various accelerators when operating at points &, m, and n without axial 
breakdown can be calculated.    Consideration should be given the opera- 
tion of a channel 2 m long having a cross-sectional area of 0. 02 m.2 
under the given conditions by applying an axial voltage of 12, 000 v. 
Approximately 36 megawatts could be introduced into the Hall acceler- 
ator with 33.3 percent of this going into gas acceleration; 40 megawatts 
could be put into the Faraday with 40 percent going into acceleration; 
and 43 megawatts could be introduced into the diagonal wall accelerator 
with an efficiency of 38. 8 percent.   With these channel dimensions, 
approximately 2. 25 megawatts should be supplied to the diagonal wall 
accelerator, and approximately 4 megawatts should be put into the Hall 
accelerator to avoid braking the gas.   Just a few applications of the per- 
formance map have been demonstrated; this by no means exhausts its 
possibilities. 

SECTION XIII 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS 

Three-dimensional models of both the accelerator and generator 
performance characteristics may be constructed by adding the scaled 
efficiency as an altitude to the dimensionless current plane.   The lines 
of intersections of constant efficiency planes with the efficiency surface 
are given by Eqs. (22) and (24).   Equation (22) does not describe a 
developable surface since jy varies from 0 to » as KA varies between 
1 and 0; however,  a partial surface may be constructed.    Figure 13 is a 
photograph of the accelerator model presenting the scaled efficiency in 
intervals of 0. 1 down to 0. 4, which includes most MHD accelerators. 
The dimensionless currents are presented in intervals of 0. 2 as back- 
ground grid.   The lines of intersection of the dimensionless laboratory 
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power density cylinders with the surface are given by Eq.  (19) and are 
placed on the model in intervals of 0. 5.    The dimensionless electric 
fields are not drawn on the model until after an operating ß is estab- 
lished.    Equation (24) reduces to Eq. (17) when KG  = 0 ; KG = jv * 1 » 
when jx - 0; thus the generator efficiency surface is an oblique cone 
having its altitude as an element.   The generator development is given 
in Fig.   14 for certain scaled efficiencies,  dimensionless currents,  and 
dimensionless power densities which may be cut out to obtain a working 
model.    The performance map of Fig.  5 is the projection of these models 
onto the base plane. 

These models are useful in providing a qualitative comparison of 
the various types of devices.    Figure 15 is a photograph of the acceler- 
ator model showing the Hall,  45-deg diagonal wall,  and Faraday accel- 
erators for a fi of 3,  along with an e° limiting line of 2.    Figure 16 is a 
photograph of the generator model exhibiting the Hall,  63-deg diagonal 
wall,  and Faraday generators for a Q of 2.    The continuous electrode 
device is hidden from view in the photographs.   Other three-dimensional 
models could be constructed by adding the dimensionless power density 
as the altitude to the dimensionless current plane and then locating the 
scaled efficiency and electric field lines. 

SECTION  XIV 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The entire presentation from a physical point of view is based on 
the assumption of the generalized Ohm's law,  on the definitions of the 
accelerating power density, the laboratory power density,  and the local 
efficiency.   Rendering the currents and fields dimensionless greatly 
simplifies the resulting expressions and allows the construction of a 
performance map for both the accelerator and generator.    The map is 
not limited to the four special types of devices which were considered; 
in fact, the map encompasses all devices.   The operating equations 
pertinent to each of the special devices are also derived and expressed 
in terms of the dimensionless parameters. 

The performance map is of more use in practice than the three- 
dimensional surfaces, since lines representing specific configurations 
can be drawn on it more easily,  especially for various values of ß. 
The map allows all devices to be shown together,  and hence comparisons 
between various devices can be made.   It materially aids in selecting 
the most desirable type of device for a given set of specifications. 
Values of the scaled and dimensionless quantities may be read directly 
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from the map, and hence the need for the analytical expressions is re- 
duced.   If any one of the four quantities {electric fields,  currents, 
power density,  or efficiency) is specified, then the other three are 
easily obtained from the map.    For a given kind of device, the effect of 
varying values of fi , <j>, I, uB . Es,  etc.,  on the interesting operating 
points may be readily seen from the performance map. 
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a.   Continuous Electrode 

c.   Segmented Diagonal Conducting Wall 

b.   Segmented Faraday 

d.   Segmented Hall 

Fig. 6   MHD Generator Designs 
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Fig. 13   Photograph o< Accelerator Model 
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Fig. 14   Development of Generator Model 
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Fig. 15   Photograph of Accelerator Types on Model tor   W «* 3 
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Fig. 16   Photograph of Generator Types on Model for  Q ~2 
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